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HOW CAN A SOCIAL PROBLEM - any real-world problem continue to be considered important in the mass media for years at a
time? Critics and observers have almost universally portrayed the mass
media as an institution with a short attention span: providing coverage
of an issue in an ephemeral burst of attention, but with little sustained
coverage of important public issues. 1
Theoretical perspectives about how social problems become public
issues mainly describe the fleeting initial mass media coverage, rather
than sustained news coverage. Proponents of natural history models
suggest that social problems, once defined as public issues through their
mass media coverage, move fairly rapidly through historical stages
towards resolution or demise. 2 The time span during which mass media
attention is directed towards any one issue is presumably a discrete,
time-bound state. The public arenas perspective focuses on the competition among many social problems and their proponents as each battles
the other problems to gain access to very limited broadcast time and
print space.3 This perspective, like the natural history perspective, has
difficulty in accounting for public issues which persist for years on the
news agenda of mass media organizations. If competition among issues
is so intense, then how can any one issue dominate news agendas? What
factors explain the hegemony of certain issues? Both perspectives better
explain why mass media attention to public issues is short-lived rather
than why mass media attention may be prolonged.
The ecologies ofnews perspective, 4 although not demonstrated with
cases ofprolonged mass media coverage ofpublic issues, incorporates the
ideas that certain public issues will, through the interplay ofjournalistic
and non-journalistic actors, persist in mass media coverage over relatively long periods of time. Yet while this perspective explains how
conflict and negotiation between affected parties may cause issues to
persist without achieving definite policy outcomes, the model does not
explain why public issues may persist over long periods of time as
important news topics even as policy outcomes are decided.
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Although natural history models and public arena models of public
issue development have been portrayed as different explanations of the
same phenomena, 15 they are in fact each a partial and complementary
explanation of how public issues arise and persist in society. Public
issues only move through, or stall at, stages of mass media, public, and
policy attention through the competitive allocation of attention on
agendas. 1b suggest that competition models ofpublic issue development
somehow "move beyond" longitudinal or natural history models of public
issue development is to draw a false distinction between what drives
change in the level of attention to various issues (the allocation of
attention through competition) and the change in level ofattention itself
(issue or cyclical stages). An agenda-setting model of issue development
relies on both the idea of cyclical change in attention to issues and the
idea of competition between issues as a determinant of such change.
Thus in our view the concept of agenda-setting subsumes both natural
history models and public arena models of public issue development.
In this monograph we document and analyze the issue of Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) in the United States during the
1980s, in order to illustrate a broadened agenda-setting perspective8 to
explain how a public issue can retain a priority position on the national
media agenda for years at a time because of the interplay of: (1)
constantly new information about the issue, which, when interpreted by
journalists and editors in the context of the ongoing social problem,
remakes the issue as being important in a new way, and (2) attention
given to the issue on agendas other than the mass media agenda, such
as the scientific agenda, the polling agenda, the public agenda, and the
policy agenda.

How New Information Remakes Mass Media Issues
How do certain issues climb onto the news agenda of the major mass
media? Journalists and editors are trained to recognize and value issues
which are "newsworthy" by virtue ofhow much the issue reflects, or can
be made to reflect, such newsworthiness criteria as sensation, conflict,
mystery, celebrity, deviance, traged;% and proximity.7 Journalists and
editors make subjective decisions about the degree to which a news issue
reflects, or can be made to reflect, these characteristics. These decisions
determine the extent of mass media coverage that an issue receives.
Issues not only receive mass media coverage because of their newsworthy characteristics. The information must also be timely. The "breaking quality" of news is its most important characteristic. The mass
media's need for constantly new information partially explains why it is
so unusual for a public issue to stay on the evening news and on the front
page for very long. Once an issue receives media coverage, it usually
remains on the news agenda for a fairly limited amount of time (often less
than a month or so).
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Mass media coverage of an issue over time can be better understood
by contrasting this media agenda-setting process with how scientific
knowledge about an issue accumulates. For example, although on a
much larger scale than scientific investigations of most health-related
problems in recent years, AIDS research has progressed in a process that
is fairly typical in biomedical science. From the first published scientific
account of a mysterious new disease on June 5, 1981,8 scientific investigators sought to increasingly reduce the ambiguity about AIDS by
gathering data to test hypotheses and by constantly reappraising accumulated knowledge. Identification of the human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV), investigation of its means of transmission, and research on
the development of treatment and prevention represent the creation of
contiguous, precarious strands of ordered knowledge from a universe of
disordered information. 9 Through the scientific processes of numerous
investigators testing their hypotheses, problem-specificknowledge about
AIDS was first established, refuted, and then gradually accumulated
through testing subsequent hypotheses. Out of contradiction, dissent,
and organized skepticism eventually comes a scientific consensus concerning a scientific issue. 10 AIDS research is an example ofhow theoretical contradiction and competition gradually lead to shared scientific
consensus about an important scientific problem. 11
On the scientific research agenda, new information about AIDS did
not remake the issue of AIDS. New research-based information added
further to the cumulative knowledge base about the disease. The
attention given to a continuing biomedical problem such as AIDS does
not waver much in scientific journals. Only with some sort ofresolution12
of a scientific problem (like a health epidemic) does a scientific issue drop
off the scientific research agenda.
The mass media process of allocating attention to a public issue is
different from scientific agenda-setting. Problem resolution is not required for a news issue to become less important on the media agenda.
Instead, if there is a lack of new information about an issue, news
coverage will stop. For mass media decisionmakers to consider an "old" issue newsworthy again, not only is new information about
the issue required, but the new information
must enable writers and editors to recast the
issue in a new way. When an indicator of
issue importance such as the frequency of
media coverage is plotted over time, the
coverage usually resembles a recurring (and
sometimes exponential) cycle. Each cycle, or
portion of a cycle, represents a remaking of
the issue. The over-time content ofthe media
coverage of an issue represents not only new
information, but also periodic changes in
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how journalists, editors, and hence viewers and readers, interpret the
old issue in light of the new information. So the mass media occasionally
provide their audiences with new frames of reference in order to interpret old issues.
Theories of mass media effects tend not to address changing mass
media interpretations of public issues. Research on the effects of television priming, 13 for example, has not focused on the over-time processual
nature of news. Audience members are assumed to be primed to think
about an existing issue in one way, or to judge politicians in light of their
issue positions, yet the periodic remaking of an existing issue by
news people suggests the application of new primes. As reporters and
editors make sense of new information by remaking existing issues, so
mass media audience members are encouraged to think about existing
issues in new ways.
Our perspective on the agenda-setting process is broader than past
work on this topic. We are concerned not only with how an issue initially
climbs the media agenda, but also with how an issue may, or may not,
persist on the agenda for a lengthy period of years. Given this perspective, AIDS is an ideal issue of study.

Interaction of Agendas for an Issue
Especially for a major public issue such as AIDS, the issue may
simultaneously become important on public agendas, media agendas,
and policy agendas. The disease of AIDS itself may influence how
important the issue becomes on these and other agendas. Investigators
ofthe agenda-settingprocess often include in their analysis a "real-world
indicator" of the importance of an issue. In the present study, we utilize
the number ofAIDS cases diagnosed officially by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC). Past research suggests that the real-world indicator is a
very incomplete explanation ofthe amount ofmass media coverage given
to an issue. Various other factors intervene in the real-world indicator/
media coverage relationship, such as the news value of the issue as
perceived by newspeople, the relationship ofthe issue ofstudy with other
issues previously on the agenda, and so on.
While the relationship of the media agenda to the public agenda
(Figure 1) has been rather well-established by past research,14 much less
scholarly attention has been devoted to how the media agenda is set. 115
The media agenda-setting process is influenced by the amount of news
coverage given to an issue of study by certain influential media like The
New York Times, by such gatekeepers as editors and news managers, and
by certain spectacular news events (for example, the March 1989 oil spill
by the Exxon Valdez in Alaska that influenced the environment issue in
the United States). The present research seeks to determine how the
media agenda-setting process for the issue of AIDS took place. A fouryear period occurred after the first AIDS cases were reported in mid-
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AND INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
AMONG ELITES AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS

Gatekeepers,
Influential
Media, and

--+

MEDIA
AGENDA

~

PUBLIC
AGENDA

~

POLICY
AGENDA

Spectacular
News Events

REAL·WORLD INDICATORS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF AN AGENDA
ISSUE OR EVENT

Figure 1. Three main components in the agenda-setting process: the media
agenda, the public agenda. and the policy agenda.
Adapted from Everett M. Rogers and James W. Dearing, "Agenda-Setting Research: Where Has It Been, Where Is it Going?" in James A. Anderson, eeL, Co,.
munication Yearbook n (Newbury Park, Calif., 1988), pp. 555-594.

1981, before the issue ofAIDS received major coverage by the U.S. media.
For a scientific issue like AIDS, in which research findings were
reported by the mass media to the U.S. public, the scientific agenda
(indexed as the number of articles about AIDS published each month in
scientific journals).might be a fourth main component in the agendasetting process (diagramed in Figure 1). The present study will create a
measure ofthe science agenda, and analyze its role in the agenda-setting
process for AIDS.
As shown in Figure 1, we expect the media agenda to influence the
public agenda and the policy agenda, although the latter relationship
has been less well-studied than has the media agenda/public agenda
relationship. Our measure of the policy agenda for the issue ofAIDS is
the amount of federal funding per fiscal year for AIDS research and
education. This variable is an approximate indicator of the outcomes of
the policy agenda process at the national level. We index the public
agenda through responses to 110 national sample polls of the U.S. adult
population in which 1,084 questions regarding AIDS were asked of
approximately 150,000 respondents. We obtained these public opinion
data from the archives of the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research.
The dates at which these polls were taken tend to cluster; for example,
only six polls were carried out in 1983, none in 1984, and then 13 polls
were conducted in 1985, and more in each ensuing year. A "polling
agenda" seems to have been set for the issue ofAIDS, 16 as indexed by the
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number of polls and/or poll questions asked about AIDS. Sixty-two
percent of these polls were commissioned by mass media institutions
such as the Los Angeles Times and ABC News. So we expected the polling
agenda to be interrelated with the media agenda, and perhaps, with the
public agenda. 17 The polling agenda indicates how important pollsters
consider an issue like AIDS to be. Presumably polls are conducted when
public opinion about an issue is not completely understood, such as when
the issue is first climbing the public agenda and when new information
about the issue becomes available to maintain the issue on the agenda.
Media-sponsored polls are a unique situation in which the media create
news about an issue, as the considerable cost of a national poll is
presumably returned by higher newspaper circulation or by higher
television ratings. Nevertheless, news coverage of poll results about
AIDS constitutes a small portion of all AIDS news coverage, so the media
agenda and the polling agenda, while related, are not the same.
Our present study of the agenda-setting process for the issue of
AIDS includes two elements not found in previous research: (1) the
scientific agenda, and (2) the polling agenda. Our general research
design also differs from most past agenda-setting research, which
consists of more highly aggregated; cross-sectional data-analyses. Our
general research strategy in the present investigation was to begin with
an aggregated approach, and then to disaggregate (1) by looking at the
agenda-setting process over time (the 91 months in our time-series of
study) in order to identify eras in the media coverage of the AIDS issue,
and (2) by breaking the general issue of AIDS into sub-issues (for
example, the civil rights aspects of AIDS, children with AIDS, and
biomedical research on AIDS). This latter disaggregation of media
coverage (and correspondingly of the poll questions about AIDS) for the
AIDS sub-issues allowed us to conduct a more fine-grained analysis of
the agenda-setting process over time. For example, we find that one
reason why AIDS stayed on the media agenda in the United States for
so many years after 1985 is the fact that the AIDS sub-issues rose and
fell over time, but in a fashion that maintained relatively high media
coverage for the general issue of AIDS.

Toward a Broader Conception of Agenda-Setting
An agenda-setting perspective is taken in the present analysis ofthe
media's role in the issue of AIDS. An agenda is a set of issues that are
viewed at a point iri time as ranked in a hierarchy ofimportance.18 The
mass media, it has been claimed, may have one of their strongest effects
in society by puttirig an issue on the agenda. Scholarly research on the
agenda-setting process of the mass media stems most directly from
Bernard Cohen, 19 who observed that the press:
... may not be successful much of the time in telling people what
to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what
to think about ... .The world will look different to different people,
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depending ... on the map that is drawn for them by writers, editors,
and publishers of the papers they read [emphasis added].
Most agenda-setting studies have been conceptually restricted (1) to
investigating the process through which the mass media communicate
the relative importance of various issues and events to the public (an
approach mainly pursued by mass communication researchers), 20 or (2)
to investigating a process through which the policy agendas of political
elites are influenced by a variety offactors, including media agendas and
public agendas. 21 A small number of studies have investigated how the
mass media agenda is set.22 Almost no scholarly studies have investigated the relationship between mass media agendas and polling agendas,23 or scientific research agendas and mass media agendas. 24
Agenda-setting models of public issue development have typically
only considered one or, at most, two, of the aforementioned agendasetting relationships. More holistic conceptualizations of the entire
agenda-setting process whereby a social problem may become a public
issue and then evolve through the agenda process have not been
proposed, nor investigated in empirical research. Traditional approaches
to agenda-setting research, such as natural history models and public
arena models, have provided only partial explanations of the total
process of public issue development. A broader concept ofagenda-setting
which considers influences among various agendas while focusing on
issue competition, the role of new information about an issue, and
changing media interpretations is likely to be more useful in explaining
the development of an issue through the agenda-setting process.
Perhaps agenda-setting study should be more broadly conceptualized as agenda research, defined as the study of how public issues gain
or lose importance relative to other issues over time. This definition
incorporates a dialectic which determines change in issue importance.
Issues become more important on various agendas through the addition
of new information and new interpretations, while becoming less important on those same agendas due to competition with other issues (Figure
2). Thus investigations of issue development and agenda-setting should
ideally be conceptualized to study the interplay on different agendas of
(1) how an issue arises and is sustained through new information and
interpretations, and (2) how competition with other issues erodes the
importance of an issue of study. With a dominant news story such as
AIDS, new interpretations not only sustain attention to the overall
issue, but also compete with previous interpretations of the same issue
in a struggle to determine how the issue is perceived.

Media Coverage of the Issue of AIDS
The transmission ofHIV in the 1980s refocused attention on problems of disseminating accurate health information and communicating
risk (and non-risk) to the general public. 25 Public opinion survey results
suggest that while the U.S. public became aware of the disease by the
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OTHER ISSUES PUSH AIDS DOWN THE AGENDAS

THE ISSUE
OF AIDS

NEW INFORMATION ABOUT AIDS PUSHES AIDS UP THE AGENDAS

Figure 2. The nature of attention to issues is rooted in the dialectic between (1)
issue competition and (2) new information about, and changing interpretations
o~ an existing issue.

mid-1980s, many individuals continued to be confused about certain
aspects of the issue ofAIDS. 26 Some observers blame scientists and other
experts for providing confusing or misleading information aboutAIDS; 27
other analyses point to journalists' lack ofthorough investigative reporting, 26 or to the euphemistic language that was utilized by the media (for
example, "exchange of bodily fluids"), and to organizational barriers
within mass media.organizations. 29 Still other reviewers find fault with
the institutions of science and government as well as journalism.30
In the present investigation the media agenda is measured by the
number of news stories about AIDS in six of the major mass media of the
United States: The New York Times, the Washington Post, the Los
Angeles Times, and the network evening newscasts of ABC, NBC, and
CBS. 31 These six media were chosen for the present analysis because
they most closely approach serving as national media in the United
States. New York City and Los Angeles were two of the three U.S. cities
in which AIDS cases were particularly concentrated in the first years of
the epidemic. The Washington Post was included because of its crucial
role in reporting national political events, including federal government
policies.
Consistency ofNews Coverage Across the Six Media
From June 1981 through December 1988 (91 months), the six media
of study carried 6,694 news stories aboutAIDS. The three newspapers
published 5,820 news stories, and the three television networks broadcast 874 news stories. 32 The New York Times outpaced the other two
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papers by reporting 2,335 news stories, or about 40 percent of the total
newspaper coverage. TheLosAngeles Times reported 1,819 news stories,
and the Washington Post 1,666. Of the three television networks, NBC
broadcast 328 news stories, more than either CBS (287) or ABC (259).
The numbers of news stories about AIDS across time in each of the
six media of study are highly correlated with each other. When one
medium carried a relatively large number of news stories aboutAIDS, so
did the other media. The highest correlation was .96 between the AIDS
coverage ofThe New York 'limes and the Washington Post, and the lowest
correlations were. 73 between the number ofAIDS news stories on ABC
and in The New York Times and in the Los Angeles Times. Overall, each
of the three newspapers' AIDS coverage is more highly correlated with
that of the other newspapers' coverage than is one of the three television
networks' AIDS coverage with the other networks' coverage. Correlation
between the combined three newspapers and the combined three television networks is .84 (or about 70 percent of common variance). We
conclude that the six mass media of study treated the issue ofAIDS with
a certain degree of similarity across the 91 months of our time-series. 33
For certain purposes in the analyses reported here, we combine the
coverage by all six media into a total mass media coverage of AIDS. We
utilize this variable to index the media agenda for the issue of AIDS on
a month by month basis.
Role ofThe New York Times
The New York Times is often portrayed as an especially influential
news source in the United States. Did The Times lead the other five
media of study in AIDS coverage, as it has for certain other scientific
issues? For example, the toxicological incident of Love Canal in 19781980 did not gain national attention until The New York Times reported
this event, even after two years of extensive coverage by two local
newspapers, the Niagara Falls Gazette and the Buffalo News. 34 Similarly, although the Philadelphia Inquirer had reported on the radon
threat in Pennsylvania and New Jersey for five months, the issue of
radon did not become national news until it reached the front page of The
New York Times. 35
We compared The New York Times with the Los Angeles Times in
coverage of the issue ofAIDS. From June 1981 through December 1986,
The New York 'limes was outpaced by the Los Angeles 'limes for 21
months in the number of news stories regarding AIDS, while in33 of the
54 months The New York Times had more stories than the Los Angeles
Times. 36 Especially in periods of little media attention to AIDS (such as
priortoApril1983, and until mid-1985), theLosAngeles Times published
as many and sometimes more stories about AIDS, and usually in a more
prominent position (such as on the front page), than did The New York
Times. In periods ofheavy media attention to AIDS (such as in late 1985
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when actor Rock Hudson died), however, The New York Times considerably outpaced the Los Angeles Tf.mes in its coverage of AIDS. 37 Prior to
1987, The New York Times's coverage of the issue of AIDS was rather
event-oriented, and was relatively less consistent over time (than was
the coverage by the other five media). After January 1987, however, The
New York Times consistently outpaced the other five media of study in its
number of AIDS news stories.
A transfer function analysis of The New York Times as a predictor
of AIDS coverage by the other five media shows that this prestigious
newspaper did not have a strong influence on the AIDS coverage by the
other five media. If anything, Table 1 shows that in the first time period,
June 1981 through December 1986, the other five media had a stronger
influence on the AIDS coverage ofThe New York Times than vice versa.
In the second time period, consisting of 1987 and 1988, the media
agenda-setting influence of The New York Times, and of the other five
media, was concomitant without either leading or lagging the other. The
important statistic to note in Table 1 is the incremental R2 column; this
statistic indicates the additional variance explained in a dependent
variable after the autoregressive relationship of the dependent variable

Table1
Transfer function analysis ofthe causal relationships between The New York
Time• and the five other media of study.
Independent
series

Beta
weights

Standard
error

Significance
(two-tailed)

Incremental
R2

L Early time period, June 1981 through December 1988 (N=87)

1. Other five media as the dependent series.
NY'Ifmes
1.58
.26
NY 'limes (-11)
.46
.18

.000
.029

2. The New York Times as the dependent series.
Others
.23
.04
Others(-1)
.21
.04

.000
.000

.05**

.11**

2. The New York Times as the dependent series.
Others
.45
.06
Others(-1)
.13
.06
Others(-3)
.15
.06
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at t-1 (the previous month in this case) is removed from the dependent
variable at timet.
Based on this analysis, we believe that The New York Times did not
play an aggressive agenda-setting role for the other five media of study
until after January 1987, about six years after the U.S. mass media's first
coverage of the AIDS epidemic. This role is somewhat similar to the
previously-cited studies of national agenda-setting for toxic waste and
radon. The Times starts slowly in its coverage of scientific issues as
worthy of general public attention. In the case of the AIDS issue, this
legitimizing role of The New York Times occurred relatively late (5 112
years into the epidemic).
Organizational and personal variables partially explain the lag in
early Times coverage ofAIDS. Aformer editor of The New York Tf.mes felt
that news stories about gays were not appropriate for his newspaper. For
five years into the AIDS epidemic, The Times refused to use the word
"gay" except within quoted passages. Reporters may have felt that their
news stories about a gay-related issue like AIDS would be unlikely to
appear on the front page. The first front-page article in The New York
Times about AIDS did not appear until May 25, 1983 (when 108 AIDS
cases had been reported to the Centers for Disease Control, about half of
them inNew York City). In comparison, the first front page article about
AIDS in the Los Angeles Times appeared in May 1982, a year earlier.
Clearly, The New York Times did not play a dominant role in setting the
U.S. media agenda for AIDS in the early years of the epidemic.

Remaking the Issue of AIDS
Figure 3 shows the monthly number of news stories about AIDS
combined for our six media of study over time. Three peaks occurred in
the combined media coverage: A first peak in May 1983, a second in July
1985, and a third in February 1987. These peaks delineate four eras in
the media coverage of AIDS.
The rlAMA Press Release

n. Later time period. January 1987 through December 1988 <N•24)
1. Other five media as the dependent series.
NY'Ifmes
1.41
.20
NY 'limes (-11)
.49
.18
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.42**
.000
.013
.38**
.000

.50
.025

Note: These beta weights are unstandardized. For all of the analyses above, the
Durbin-Watson statistics are slightly over 2.0.
** Indicates significance at p < .05.

Our analysis of the major news events occurring at the three peaks
of media coverage shows that the first peak occurred as a result ofa press
release based on an editorial in the Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) dated May 6, 1983. Written by Dr. Anthony Fauci,
a biomedical scientist at the National Institutes of Health, the JAMA
editorial and press release suggested that "routine household contact"
might spread AIDS. The mass media gave considerable attention to this
announcement. For example, our six media of study published or
broadcast 39 stories about AIDS in May, 62 in June, 59 in Jul~ and 41
in August 1983. About 26 percent of all the news stories in this fourmonth period dealt with how HIV is transmitted. The media attention
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Figure 3. The impact of the Rock Hudeon and Ryan White news events on the
number of news stories about the issue of AIDS (from June 1981 to December
1988).

given to the JAMA press release was the most accorded to a single AIDSrelated event since the first media reports of AIDS in June 1981. For
instance, prior to JAMA's announcement (from June 1981 toApril1983),
the six media carried 59 news stories in total, averaging less than three
news stories per month (or one news story per medium in two months).
Rock Hudson and Ryan White
The secondpeakinAIDSmediacoverage, starting in July 1985 and
lasting through December of that year, was caused by two consecutive
news events. One ofthem was movie actor Rock Hudson's hospitalization
and death (see Figure 3). The first official disclosure that Hudson had
AIDS was made on July 25, 1985, by the American Hospital in Paris. The
six media of study carried 74 news stories about his illness over the next
five months. Hudson died ofAIDS on October 2, 1985, at his Beverly Hills
home. During this period, the three newspapers published 24 news
stories about Hudson, and the three television networks aired 50 news
stories about Hudson.
In August 1985, one month after the public announcement that Rock
Hudson had AIDS, another important AIDS news event occurred. A 13year-old school boy in Indiana with AIDS, Ryan White, dominated mass
media coverage (see Figure 3). A controversy centered on whether or not
a child with AIDS should attend public school. The six media of study
carried 117 news stories about Ryan White until an Indiana hearing
officer ruled that White could return to his classes in Kokomo on
November 27,1985.
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Even though the Hudson and White stories were quite different in
important ways, they gave the American public a definite perception
that AIDS was a matter of general concern. Hudson's familiarity to the
American people, combined with the "boy next door" image of White,
were enough to personalize and humanize the issue ofAIDS, something
that prior media reports based on the CDC statistics about the number
of AIDS cases per month had not done.
The impact of these two news events upon subsequent media coverage of AIDS was enormous. For instance, prior to July 1985, our six
media combined carried approximately 14 AIDS news stories per month.
After July 1985, the average number of news stories produced by the six
media jumped to 143 stories per month, about ten times the previous rate
(see Figure 3).
Our present data-analysis generally confirms the widespread conventional wisdom by scholars and media researchers that Rock Hudson's
illness and subsequent death from AIDS set the media agenda for the
issue of AIDS in the United States.40 Our review of the literature
however, failed to disclose any observer who noted the more important
impact of the Ryan White news event in setting the mass media agenda
for the issue ofAIDS in the United States. Our content analysis of the six
media of study indicates that they gave considerably more news coverage (117 news stories over a four-month period) to the Ryan White event
than to Rock Hudson's illness and death (7 4 news stories over the same
four-month period).
In the case of both news events, Rock Hudson and Ryan White, the
number of news stories about the event itselfwas only a small part of the
subsequent increase in the number of news stories aboutAIDS (as shown
in Figure 3). In other words, the impacts of the Hudson and White events
were mainly in how they changed the meaning of the issue ofAIDS for
media newspeople, and ultimately for the American people.
During the first several years of the AIDS epidemic in the United
States, the media perceived the disease mainly as a gay story and a
scientific story, and generally accorded rather minor coverage to the
epidemic. After AIDS was found to occur in babies and among individuals who had received transfusions of the infected blood (like hemophiliacs) in early 1983, the media began to give somewhat greater attention
to the issue of AIDS. Similarly, the May 1983 JAMA editorial about
transmission ofHIV through "routine close contact"41 implied that not
only a relatively small category ofhomosexuals, IV (intravenous) drugusers, and hemophiliacs were at risk, but thatAIDS might also cross over
into the general population of the United States. Unless the American
media's core constituency of middle-class individuals is perceived to be
at risk, a rampant disease like AIDS does not constitute a news story
with high news value.
.
The ~ck Hudson illness and death from AIDS was particularly
rmportant m changing media newspeople's perceptions of the epidemic.
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Hudson was a Hollywood star, far more famous than any of the other
10,771 individuals who had been diagnosed withAIDS by late July 1985.
Hudson had played masculine roles in his movies, and most of the
American public did not realize that he was gay until this fact was
announced in the news stories concerning his illness with AIDS. President Ronald Reagan, a personal friend of Hudson's, telephoned him at
his Paris hospital and urged him to "get well." Reagan was not to give a
public speech about AIDS until May 1987, several years later, and the
phone call remained one of the relatively few actions by the White House
concerningAIDS. The administration saw the growingAIDS epidemic as
a federal budget threat, and moved very slowly in the early years to
provide funds or other support for AIDS research or prevention. During
the first five years of the AIDS epidemic until mid-1987, newspeople did
not ask any questions about AIDS at White House press conferences.42
So the Rock Hudson news event in mid-1985 served as one turning
point in the rise of the AIDS issue on the U.S. media agenda because (1)
it involved the White House in the issue, at least in a minimal way, and
(2) ithumanizedAIDS by giving the epidemic an emotional meaning that
had not been conveyed by the CDC's monthly statistics on the number of
reported AIDS cases. In the month following disclosure of Hudson's
illness, in August 1985, the Ryan White news event further humanized
the epidemic, essentially launching a new AIDS sub-issue of"children
with AIDS" (Figure 4) which included 361 of the 6,694 news stories (5.4
percent) carried by our six media of study over the 91 months of study.
In a similar fashion, Rock Hudson's illness essentially launched the
AIDS sub-issue of"public figures with AIDS," which included 211 news
News Stor ies
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stories, 3.2 percent of the total news stories (Figure 5). Later in the
present essay, we analyze 13 AIDS sub-issues over time.
Mandatory Testing and Privacy

The third sharp rise in the number of stories about AIDS was caused
by a series of news events centered around mandatory testing for HIV
and by related privacy issues. A federal health official recommended
widespread blood testing on February 4, 1987, including mandatory
testing for all applicants for marriage licenses, everyone who is hospitalized, and all individuals being treated for pregnancy or for a sexuallytransmitted disease. This news event led to public controversies concerning civil rights and individual privacy. In addition, several other
news events contributed to an increase in the level of media attention to
AIDS during the period after January 1987: The assertion by insurance
companies that they had the right to require insurance applicants to
take an HIV test, divergent opinions about teaching AIDS education in
schools, the St. Patrick's Cathedral rector's refusal to perform a Roman
Catholic wedding for a person with AIDS, and debates about whether or
not condom advertising should be carried by the mass media. The death
from AIDS of several public figures - notably Liberace, a famous
entertainer, and Stewart McKinney, a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives-also helped keep the issue ofAIDS in the news during
1987 and 1988.
This series of new events resulted in a major increase in media
coverage of the AIDS issue. Prior to January 1987, the six media
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combined reported an average of 112 news stories per month. Thereafter, the six media averaged 168 AIDS news stories per month, a 50
percent increase.
The increased media coverage after January 1987 may have been
partly the result of a growing sense among media professionals that they
had not previously been giving adequate attention to the AIDS issue. The
Associated Press annual survey of media editors concerning the top ten
news stories of the year finally included the issue ofAIDS in the top ten
news stories in 1985, and again in 1987 AIDS reached a "top ten"
position. Clearly, after mid-1985 media gatekeepers thought that AIDS
was an important news issue. They increasingly told their reporters: "Go
out and get me a story about AIDS."
Identifying the Four Eras

We conducted a Chow test43 to test statistically the impact of the
three peaks in media coverage on the entire distribution of media
coverage of AIDS. The Chow test is a special application of the F -test
which examines the statistical validity ofdividing a distribution ofeither
cross-sectional data or time-series data into two parts. Our results show
that July 1985 was the optimal division point for the entire distribution
of AIDS media coverage over the 91 months (F[2,87]=21.6). In other
words, the entire distribution of media coverage is best understood as
two sections, one prior to July 1985 and the other after. As mentioned
earlier (see Figure 3), the average number of news stories per month
aboutAIDS in the combined six mediajumped from 14 prior toJ uly 1985,
to 143 thereafter. The major events at this time were Rock Hudson's
hospitalization and death, and the controversies about Ryan White's
school attendance.
We also employed the Chow test for the two sub-distributions of
AIDS news coverage (1) for the 49 months from June 1981 through June
1985, and (2) for the 42 months from July 1985 through December 1988.
Our results show that prior to June 1985, the month ofMay 1983 appears
as an intervention point (F[2,87]=9.1). This point marks theJAMA press
release about "routine household contact" as a means of transmitting
HIV (see Figure 3). The six media combined averaged 4 news stories
about AIDS before April1983, and 24 stories after, until July 1985.
In our second time period of analysis, from July 1985 through December 1988, February 1987 is the most appropriate division point as
indicated by the Chow test (F[2,87]=8.9). The two key news events of
mandatory testing for HIV and related privacy issues are responsible for
this change in the amount of AIDS media coverage in February 1987.
We computed the Chow test for nine other possible break-points in
the 91-month time-series ofAIDS media coverage, but none appeared to
be statistically valid.

Based on these results, we divide the 91-month distribution of
media coverage into four eras. Figure 6 shows these four phases of media
coverage with each of their corresponding news events. Of the three
division points shown in Figure 6, the point for July 1985 produced the
biggest structural change in AIDS media coverage as indicated by prepost differences in the average number ofAIDS news stories per month.
So July 1985 was the major turning point in media coverage of AIDS.
The four phases in AIDS media coverage identified in the present
study describe different characteristics of AIDS media coverage at
different time periods (Figure 6). We label the first phase, consisting of
23 months throughApril1983, as the "initial stage" ofmedia coverage.
It is marked by relatively little media attention to AIDS. During this first
phase, the six media of study combined carried only 59 news stories
about AIDS. One of the reasons for this extremely light coverage by the
mass media may have been the general absence ofThe New York Times's
usual leadership which it has exerted in setting the agenda for other
scientific issues. During a six-month period in 1981 and 1982, neither
The New York Times nor the Los Angeles Times published any stories
regarding AIDS. Yet the epidemic was strongly concentrated inN ew York
and Los Angeles (and in San Francisco) at this point.
During the second phase of 26 months through June 1985, media
coverage of the issue ofAIDS depended very heavily on scientific sources.
The response of the six media to the 1983 JAMA press release is an
example, even though it resulted in conveying an inaccurate impression
about the transmission process ofHIV. Another example of the media's
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dependence on scientific sources occurred in 1985, when evidence ofHIV
transmission through heterosexual contact and via blood transfusion
was found. Although the six media gave relatively less coverage to these
scientific findings than they did to the JAMA announcement in 1983,
media coverage of these scientific findings contributed to correcting the
public's misunderstandings of the transmission processes for HIV (as
our national poll data from surveys about AIDS generally show). During
the 26 months of phase two, the "science" era, the six media conveyed a
total of 606 news stories; 40 percent of these news stories were derived
directly from scientific sources.
The third phase of 19 months through January 1987, labeled the
"human" era, is characterized by personalizing the issue of AIDS. The
Rock Hudson and Ryan White news events, as discussed previously,
helped convince the U.S. public that AIDS was not just an epidemic
within an isolated category of people. The impact of these two consecutive events created the major turning point for the issue ofAIDS on the
U.S. media agenda.
The fourth phase of 23 months, February 1987 through December
1988 is characterized as a "political" era for the issue ofAIDS. A variety
of public controversies emerged about certain aspects of the epidemic,
especially public policy about AIDS concerning mandatory testing and
individual privacy. In the fourth era, the federal government had become
deeply involved in the AIDS issue, and so AIDS accordingly became a
political issue.
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Table2
Definitions of the thirteen categories ofAIDS sub-issues for AIDS news
stories.
(N=6,694 news stories in six media)
Category name

1. Children with AIDS
2. Public figures
3. Epidemic
4. Biomedical
5. Prevention
6. Discrimination

7. People's help

8. Government policy

9. Civil rights

10. Ethics

Another Measure ofAIDS Sub-Issues
In order to investigate how the six media portrayed the issue ofAIDS
in greater detail, we coded the 6,694 news stories about AIDS into 13
categories. The 13 categories are (1) children with AIDS, (2) public
figures with AIDS, (3) the nature ofthe epidemic, mainly centering on
statistics about the spread ofAIDS, (4) biomedical research findings, (5)
AIDS prevention methods, (6) discrimination against individuals with
AIDS, (7) people's help, mainly consisting of non-governmental assistance for people with AIDS, (8) government AIDS policy, (9) civil rights,
(10) the ethics of people with AIDS, (11) human interest stories about
people with AIDS, (12) poll results, and (13) others (for definitions and
examples of our 13 categories, see Table 2).
Five coders categorized the 6,694 news stories about AIDS. Each
coder read the summary of each news story (provided in The New York
Times Index, the Vanderbilt Television News Archive Index, etc.), and
coded it into one of the 13 categories. The overall intercoder agreement
among the five coders was 67 percent for a sample of 110 news stories
that all five coders classified. The highest agreement between any two
coders was 78 percent, while the lowest agreement was 56 percent. These
agreement percentages do not include chance agreement among coders.
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11. Human interest

12. Poll results
13. Others

Definition
News stories about children with AIDS.
News stories containing personal information about
people with AIDS who are publicly recognized.
News stories reporting statistical facts about the
spread ofAIDS.
News stories reporting scientific findings about
AIDS.
News stories dealing with methods for AIDS
prevention, e.g., using condoms.
News stories reporting unfair treatment of people
with AIDS, e.g., health personnel's refusal to provide
medical services to people with AIDS.
News stories reporting non-governmental activities
to help people.withAIDS, e.g., volunteer work, fundraising, etc.
News stories about governmental actions for AIDS,
e.g., school sex education, budget allocations for
AIDS, etc.
News stories regarding the privacy or civil rights
issues related to AIDS, e.g., controversy over the
violation of civil rights which may be caused by
mandatory blood-testing for HIV infection.
News stories about the immoral or irresponsible
aspects ofAIDS behavior, such as using the blood of
people with AIDS as a threatening weapon, con
demnation ofAIDS as God's punishment, etc.
News stories describing people with AIDS as victims
so that readers or viewers may feel they know the
victims more personally.
News stories based on poll results about AIDS.

Intercoder reliabilities are often similar to those we computed when a
relatively large number of categories are used.

The Government Policy Sub-Issue ~rsus the Biomedical Sub-Issue
Figure 7 shows the number of news stories in each of the 13 subissue categories.1\vo categories, "government policy" and "biomedical,"
account for about 4 7 percent of all AIDS news stories. Prior to July 1985,
a period which includes our first and second phases of AIDS media
coverage, our six media of study carried somewhat more stories in the
"biomedical" category than in the "government policy" category. The six
media carried 1,136 news stories about government policy in the fourth
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time, and frequently rises and falls within short periods of time, such as
in a month or two (as was illustrated in Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 7. Number ofAIDS news stories in each of 13 categories (N=6,694).

phase (February 1987 through December 1988), which is almost twice as
many stories as in the "biomedical" category in the same phase. This
change in rank-order of these two important AIDS sub-issues supports
our previous description of the fourth phase as a political era characterized by numerous AIDS policy controversies.
The contrast between these two AIDS sub-issues over time becomes
more striking when the percentage of all AIDS media coverage for each
of these two sub-issues per month is computed, essentially standardizing the media coverage for each of the 13 sub-issues by removing the
effect of the total amount ofAIDS news coverage per month. A very high
proportion of all AIDS news stories were about biomedical research
findings in the first two or three years of the epidemic, after which this
sub-issue faded in the attention that it received. After no attention to
government policy until early 1983, a more-or-less consistent 30 percent
of all AIDS news stories were about government policy.
Time-series analysis shows relatively substantial correlations among
the number of news stories per month for each of the 13 sub-issue
categories for the three television networks and the three newspapers.
Nine of the 13 categories reveal a rather high degree of consensus among
the two sets of media in their AIDS coverage (with an average correlation
of about .60, or 36 percent of variance explained). The AIDS media
coverage for the sub-issues of"public figures," "government policy," and
"biomedical" have particularly high correlations. Conversely, the four
categories, "discrimination," "people's helping," "poll results," and "human
interest" show relatively lower correlations. Perhaps these four subissue categories are more event-oriented than are the other sub-issue
categories. Media coverage ofthe 13AIDS sub-issues is inconsistent over

The general picture that emerges from our analysis of the 13 AIDS
sub-issues over the 91 months of our time series is that as one of our subissues declines in its amount of media coverage, one of the other 13 subissues tends to rise in its degree of media attention. The net result in an
aggregate sense is the ability ofthe overall issue of AIDS to stay on the
U.S.mediaagenda(thatis,afteritgotonthemediaagendainJuly1985).
As time goes on, a new AIDS sub-issue would tend to emerge, gain
increasing media coverage, and then eventually decline in the fashion
that Anthony Downs« suggested. Through new emphasis and through
new information, such as that created by biomedical research findings,
an issue (once it is on the media agenda) can rise, fall, and then rise
again, as new sub-issues gain and then lose media coverage.

Interaction Among the Agendas
Public Response to Media Coverage ofAIDS

What are the impacts of the mass media coverage of AIDS? One
impact is on public opinion, as measured by national polls. We obtained
1,084 poll questions that were asked in 110 different surveys. 45 Unfortunately for scholarly purposes, opinion polls containing questions about
AIDS were not asked of the U.S. public at regular intervals during the
91 months of our time series of study. No polls about AIDS were conducted during the first two years of the epidemic. The first poll questions
about AIDS were asked by the Gallup organization in June 1983. No
questions about AIDS were asked in national polls for the 22 months
fromAugust21, 1983 to June 30,1985 (FigureS). This same period was
characterized by relatively low media coverage of AIDS.
About halfoftheAIDS poll questions were asked in surveys sponsored by mass media organizations (Table 3). Media organizations
sponsored 68 of the 110 surveys. The cost per national sample survey of
1,500 respondents is estimated at approximately $200,000, so that the
total investment represented by the 110 polls is $20 million. Presumably,
media organizations expect to get a return on their considerable investment through higher television ratings and increased newspaper sales
resulting from reporting news of the AIDS poll results.
Despite the periods when no poll questions were asked about AIDS
(early in the epidemic), certain over-time trends in the public agenda for
the issue of AIDS can be detected. The adult population of the United
States became aware ofAIDS relatively early, and soon learned how the
virus which causes AIDS could (and could not) be transmitted. By April
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Table3
Sponsors of polls asking questions about AIDS, from June 1983 through
December 1988.
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FigureS. NumberofpollquestionsaboU:tAIDS asked permonthand the number
of news stories about AIDS (for six media combined for June 1981 to December
1988).

1983, 81 percent of a national sample reported that they had heard or
read about a disease called AIDS; this figure increased to 92 percent by
mid-1983, then increased slowly to 98 percent by early 1986, and has
remained since at this high level. Almost all of these individuals first
learned about AIDS from the mass media (even though there was
relatively light media coverage in the two years prior to mid-1983).
By April1985, 84 percent said that one could become infected with
HIV by receiving a blood transfusion, and by March 1987 this figure
increased to 97 percent; comparable figures for HIV transmission from
a sneeze decreased from 22 percent to 11 percent. So correct understanding ofthe means of transmission increased as this topic was increasingly
covered by the mass media. When respondents were asked the most
important health problem facing the United States, AIDS was at 31
percent in late 1985, rose to 33 percent in late 1986, and went to 70
percent in anApril1987 poll. The relative importance of cancer and heart
disease dropped as the perceived importance of AIDS as a national
health problem increased. National survey respondents increasingly
thought that the U.S. government was not providing enough funding for
AIDS; about two-thirds gave this response by early 1987.
Lifestyle changes were also reported as a result of AIDS: condom
use, to prevent transmission ofHIV, increased from 2 percent in September 1985 to 11 percent in March 1987; reported monogamous sexual
relationships increased from 10 percent to 19 percent; and reported
sexual abstinence increased from 2 percent to 8 percent (from September 1985 to March 1987).
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Our analysis of national survey results shows: (1) that public awareness ofAIDS increased relatively rapidly and early (even during the first
two years of the epidemic when media coverage of AIDS was still quite
low), (2) that early public confusion existed about the means oftransmission of the virus which causes AIDS, a confusion which later decreased
(but has not disappeared), (3) that relative to other health problems in
the United States, AIDS is considered by far the most important (since
mid-1986), (4) that greater government spending on AIDS is favored by
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a majority of the U.S. public, and (5) that certain lifestyle changes reportedly (in the polls) occurred as a result of AIDS.
We conclude that the mass media set the public agenda for AIDS
(see Figure 1). Alternative communication channels about AIDS could
hardly have reached so many individuals so rapidly. For instance, in
1987 only 10 percent of the U.S. public said in a national poll that they
knew someone with AIDS. Interpersonal communication about AIDS
was probably rather limited, particularly in the early year or two of the
epidemic.
Measuring the Policy Agenda
The policy agenda was measured in the present study as the annual
amount of federal funds for AIDS research, education, and testing.
Although some federal funds were spent for AIDS research as early as
fiscal year 1981 (through funding reallocations within the CDC), in 1983
the U.S. Congress first officially allocated federal funds under the name
of"AIDS research, education, and testing." As shown in Figure 9, the
U.S. Congress has approximately doubled AIDS funding each year.
Federal funding for AIDS was $1.59 billion in fiscal year 1990. Since only
annual data about federal funding for AIDS were available, we extrapolated the annual data into a monthly basis. We arbitrarily assumed that
the federal funds for AIDS would be spent equally throughout each fiscal
year, and so divided the annual funding by 12.
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Measuring the Science Agenda
The science agenda, discussed previously, is operationalized as the
number of articles about AIDS published in four leading medical and
science journals: Science, the Mortality & Morbidity Weekly Report
(MMWR -the official journal of the Centers for Disease Control), the
New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM), and the Journal of the
American Medical Association (JAMA). These four journals published
1,314 articles about AIDS during our time series of 91 months (an
average of 15 articles per month) after June 1981, when the MMWR
reported a "mysterious disease" (which was later named "AIDS" in July
1982) for the first time. 46 JAMA published 639 articles in the 91 months,
while the NEJM, Science, and the MMWR published 378, 169, and 128
articles, respectively. Figure 10 shows the monthly distribution of the
science agenda over time.
Time-Series Analysis of the Agenda-Setting Process for AIDS
We sought to determine the causes and effects of the components in
the agenda-setting process for AIDS. In addition to the media, polling,
policy, and science agendas already described, we include in our timeseries analysis the number of AIDS cases as a "real-world indicator" of
the epidemic (Table 4). We obtained the monthly number of reported
AIDS cases in the United States from the CDC for the 91-month period
from June 1981 to December 1988. Figure 11 shows the monthly number
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Table4
Zero-order correlations among the media agenda, the science agenda, the
polling agenda, the policy agenda regarding the issue ofAIDS, and the
number ofAIDS cases, from June 1981 through December 1988.
(N=91 months)

Variables
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Media agenda
Science agenda
Polling agenda
Policy agenda
No. ofAIDS cases

Media
agenda

Science
agenda
.72*

Polling
agenda
.60*
.41*

Policy
agenda
.59*
.66*
.32*

Number
of AIDS
cases
.73*
.77*
.49*
.88*
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• Significant at p < .05.
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FiJ:ure 11. The number ofAIDS cases per month and the number ofAIDS news
stories in six media of study for 91 months (from June 1981 to December 1988).

ofAIDS cases in the United States, and the number ofAIDS news stories.
By observation, one can see that the real-life indicator is far from a
complete explanation of media coverage (about 53 percent of the variance in these two variables occurs together).
Here, we assess the over-time causal relationships among our five
time series without a priori assumptions. We take a two-step approach:
First, we select each possible pair of time series out of the five, forming
10 bivariate relationships, and test whether causal relationships exist
between them; second, we incorporate significant bivariate relationships into a multivariate analysis.

Causal Relationships
Granger causality47 is frequently used to determine over-time causality in longitudinal data. X is a "Granger cause" ofY when Y is better
predicted by incorporating X's past histories over and above the influence
ofY's past histories on itself.
1. Aone-waycausal relationship is determined when one time series
explains the other, but the reverse does not occur.
2. Afeedback or reciprocal causal relationship occurs when two time
series contribute equally to explain each other's variance when they are
included in the regression equation ofthe other.
3. An instantaneous causal link occurs when the present and the
past history of one time series contribute to increase the other variable's
total variance explained.

4. Finally, the absence ofGranger causality is assessed when neither
of two series increase the other's variance by including their past
histories for the other.
In order to test for the existence of Granger causality between any
two time series, we first determine the contribution of each time series'
past histories upon itself. Box and J enkins 48 developed an identificationestimation-diagnosis procedure to assess the patterns of past histories
of a given time series, and thus to sort out the stochastic component
("white noise" or "random disturbance") of the series. The identification
procedure involves initially determining whether a time series has an
autoregressive component (AR), or a moving average component (MA),
or a trend component (1), with these three together called an ARIMA
component. Both autocorrelation functions (ACFS) and partial autocorrelation functions (PCFS) at different time lags are examined to detect
theARIMAcomponent of the series.'9 The diagnosis procedure evaluates
whether the initially-determined ARIMA term is a best fit for a given
time series. Q-statistics, which approximate the chi square distribution,
are used to judge whether theARIMA term in a given series removes the
systematic or the deterministic component of the series, leaving behind
only the stochastic component.
Among the present five time series of study, four showed a secular
trend (or "nonstationarity") in the identification stage. That is, a systematic increase or decrease in a series distribution over time occurs. 50 Since .
all time series must be stationary in order to apply the Box and Jenkins
procedure, four series (the media agenda, the science agenda, the policy
agenda, and the number of AIDS cases) were first-order differenced to
remove the linear trend from each series. 51
Through the identification, estimation, and diagnosis procedure,
the ARIMA components of each time series were determined. Table 5
shows the ARIMA term for each series and the total amount of variance
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Table5
Univariate ARIMAcoefficients and variance explained (R1 ) for each time
series.
Time series

ARIMA
term

1.

Media agenda*

(1, 1, 0)

AJR(4)= .32***
(.12)

.096

2.

Science agenda*

(0,1,1)

MA (1) = -1.0***
(.12)

.577

3.

Polling agenda

(1,0,1)

AJR(1)=.40***

.277

(.11)

MA(3) = .36***
(.13)
4.

Policy agenda*

(1,1,0)

AJR (12) = 2.1***
(.03)

.984

5.

No. ofAIDScases*

(2,1,1)

AJR (4) = .26***
(.10)
AJR (7) = -.48***
(.10)
MA(1) = -.70***
(.13)

.469

* These series are first-order differenced.
** AJR is autoregressive; MA is a moving average. The number in parentheses
following each AJR or MA is the time lag in months. The number in the parentheses
below each AJR or MA term is the standard error of each coefficient of the AJRIMA term.
*** Indicates the coefficient is significant at p < .05.

(R2 ) explained by its ARIMA component on itself. Different series have
different ARIMA components. For instance, the media agenda, after
being first-order differenced, showed a statistically significant autoregressive component, AR(4). Since the autoregressive component indicates a direct relationship between adjacent observations in the time
series, presence of the AR(4) component in the media agenda can be
interpreted as showing that an observation at time k is directly dependent on the observation of itself four months prior. In other words, there
is a four-month cyclical pattern in the media agenda. The R2 ofthe media
agenda of about 10 percent indicates the amount of variance explained
by this four-month cyclical pattern on itself. The remainder of the
variance, 90 percent, remains as "white noise" or error variance caused
by factors external to the media agenda.
The science agenda, which is also first-order differenced, showed a
statistically significant moving average term, MA(l). Its presence indicates the persistence of random shock from one observation to the next
in the science agenda series. The presence ofMA(1) in the science agenda
means that the random disturbance that altered the science agenda in
a particular month influences the same process one month later. This
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influence ofprior random disturbance on itselfexplains about 58 percent
of the variance in the science agenda.
The polling agenda, which was not differenced since no secular
trend was observed, had both autoregressive and moving average terms,
AR(1) and MA(3), respectively. Each observation in the polling agenda is
directly dependent on the observation one month prior, and is also
influenced by the random shock three months prior. These mixed
influences oftheAR(1) and MA(3) jointly explain about 28 percent of the
variance in the polling agenda.
The policy agenda, after being first-order differenced, showed a 12month regularity, which is an artifact caused by our division of the
federal funds for AIDS research, education, and testing by 12 months in
order to convert the annual data into monthly units. Thus, the presence
of AR(12) is artificially created. The AR(12) component explains 98.5
percent of the variance in the policy agenda which leaves less than 2
percent of variance explained by external causes.
The number of AIDS cases was also first-order differenced, and
showed two autoregressive terms, AR(4) and AR(7), and one moving
average term, MA(1). There are two oscillating cycles in the increasing
number of AIDS cases at every four and seven months, respectively. In
addition, random shock ofthe previous month influences the observation
the next month. Both autoregressive and moving average terms explain
4 7 percent of the variation in the number of AIDS cases over time.
The first step in testing Granger causality is to adequately define the
ARIMA components of each time series. The second step involves adding
past histories of the independent series to the dependent series, which
results in constructing transfer function models. At this stage, a decision
must be made as to which lagged coefficients of the predictor series
should be included in explaining the dependent series. This decision is
made by examining the correllogram between the two time series, which
estimates the contemporaneous and lagged correlations between two
series when we specify the range of lags to be included.52 The lagged
coefficients with statistically significant correlations in the correllogram
are used to test its contribution to explaining the dependent series over
time. Table 6 shows which lagged coefficients in each time series were
selected to explain 'the other series ·of study.
By relating one or more independent series to the dependent series,
we can construct transfer function models of the dependent series.
Transfer function analyses produce transfer function coefficients (phi),
which represent the dynamic, cyclical relationships between the series.
The transfer function coefficients reveal the statistical significance of
each predictor's contribution and its direction in affecting the dependent
series. Transfer function analyses also provide W, the total variance in
the dependent series explained by the independent series and by the
dependent series' past histories (the ARIMA component) on itself. By
subtracting the R2 of the transfer function models from the R2 of the
univariate ARIMA models, estimates can be made of the incremental
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Table6
Transfer function coefficients, total variance explained (R1 ), and incremental
variance due to the predictors of the independent series.
Dependent
series

Independent
series

Transfer
function
coefficient

Standard error
of coefficient

Total

R•

1. Media
agenda

Science
agenda

.76t-6
1.261-13**
1.291-17

.57
.58
.61

.264

Science
agenda

Media
agenda

-.031-3

.616

.021-5

.02
.02
.02

.07~ *

.351-4 *
.4 1t.-17 *

.15
.19

.201

Polling
agenda

Media
agenda

.261-1 *
-.221-3 *
.151-4
-.221-10*
.271-11 *

.07
.08
.08
.08
.08

.508

-.051-1 *
.031-10**
-.041-13

.01
.01
.01

.377

.73
.75
.56

.413

No. of
AIDS cases

Media
agenda

1.591-1*
-2.061-3*
.841-9

4. Media
agenda

Policy
agenda

-6.121-9 *
10.901-20

Policy
agenda

Media
agenda

.01t.-13
.01H6

5. Science
agenda

Polling
agenda

Polling
agenda
6. Science
agenda
No. of
AIDS cases

Policy
agenda

-.06t-6
-.281-9
.371-ll

.31
.45
.41

.591

.014

Policy
agenda

Science
agenda

.Olt.-1
.01'-2

.985

.001

.01~

.01
.01
.01

.01t.-a
.02t-6
.021-9 *

.00
.01
.00

.344

.067

.525

.055

-1.881-15

1.1
1.3
1.4
2.0
2.2
2.1

.452

.175*

.991

.007

.521

.051

.985

.010

.168*
No. of
AIDS cases

.039
No. of
AIDS cases

Polling
agenda

No. of
AIDS cases

R•
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7. Science
agenda

8. Polling
agenda

2. Media
agenda

3. Media
agenda

Ineremental
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Polling
agenda

.105*

-1.641-2
4.41-5 *

9. Polling
agenda

Policy
agenda

3.951-7
7.841-9*
4.261-10*

Policy
Agenda

Polling
Agenda

.oo'-4
.01t.-13

.281*

10.No.of
AIDS cases

Policy
agenda

6.611-1
11.021-2
28.451-7

Policy
agenda

No. of
AIDS cases

-6.491-1

.017

.231*

.01~

7.381-7
1.261-10

.00
.01
11.0
12.4
23.9
8.3
.01
9.4
1.1

.153

.057

* Significant at p < .05.
**Significant at p < .01.

.01
.01

.989

.005

.031-11*
•· 06t.-12

.03
.03

.595

.018

Science
agenda

1.391-3**
1.021-14

.47
.45

.420

.143*

No. of
AIDS cases

-.01t-6
.01t.-13 *

.01
.00

.594

.017

variance solely due to the independent series over and above the
dependent series' influence on itself. The F-test determines the statistical significance of the incremental variance due to the predictor series.
An examination of transfer function coefficients tests the individual
predictor's contribution to the dependent series. The F-test for the
incremental variance jointly tests the statistical significance of all the
included predictors of the independent series in the transfer function
analyses. Table 6 shows the results of20 transfer function analyses for
each pair of series.

.578

.001

Science
agenda

2.9
5.8

3.7

Bivariate Analysis of the Agenda-Setting Process for AIDS

Half ofthe ten bivariate relationships among the five time-series are
mutually independent of each other in terms of Granger causality. The
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five independent relationships are: (1) the media agenda-policy agenda,
(2) the science agenda-number of AIDS cases, (3) the science agendapolicy agenda, (4) the polling agenda-number ofAIDS cases, and (5) the
policy agenda-number of AIDS cases. These relationships are not characterized by statistical significance of the transfer function coefficients.
The incremental variance of the one time series upon the other was less
than 5 percent, and was not statistically significant.
Unlike previous research on policy agenda-setting, this study found
no evidence that the AIDS media agenda set the AIDS policy agenda
(that is, federal funding) over time. The AIDS media agenda explains
only 0.5 percent of the variance in the policy agenda over and above the
infiuence of the AIDS policy agenda on itself. The AIDS policy agenda
explained the AIDS media agenda better (5. 7 percent of variance),
although this increase in variance explained is not statistically significant.
The number of AIDS cases (a real-world indicator of the epidemic), had
almost no impact on the four AIDS agendas, except for the media agenda.
The number ofAIDS cases, even though it keeps increasing over our 91
months of study, did not predict the science agenda, policy agenda, or the
polling agenda. So the growing number of AIDS cases in the United
States was a separate process unrelated to the four agendas. Several
past studies have found similarly that a real-world indicator plays little
or no role in the agenda-settingprocess. For example, the drug issue rose
to an important position on the U.S. national agenda during the 1980s,
while the real-world indicators (the number of drug-related deaths) did
not increase.53
Four relationships showed one-way causality over our 91-month
time series. These four relationships are media agenda-science agenda,
media agenda-number of AIDS cases, polling agenda-science agenda,
and polling agenda-policy agenda, when the former series in each pair
was treated as the dependent series (see Table 6).
In the media agenda-science agenda relationship, the science agenda
explains an additional16.8 percent of the variance in the media agenda,
over and above the influence of the media agenda itself. The science
agenda lagged 13 and 17 months had an effect on the media agenda. The
reverse relationship, in which the media agenda predicted the science
agenda, explained only 3.9 percent ofvariance in the science agenda over
time.
In the media agenda-number of AIDS cases series, the number of
AIDS cases explains 28 percent ofthe variance in the media agenda over
time, which is statistically significant. However, unlike the media
agenda-science agenda relationship, the parameters of the predictors of
the number of AIDS cases were negative overall, that is, -.05 at t-3, .03
at t-10, and -.04 at t-13, which indicates a lag in the media coverage
behind the growing number of AIDS cases over time (see Figure 11).
In the polling agenda-science agenda relationship, the science
agenda positively influences the polling agenda in both the short term
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and the long term. 1\vo predictors (at t-3 and at t-14) have a positive
causal relationship with the polling agenda, jointly explaining an additional14.3 percent of the variance in the polling agenda.
The policy agenda also explains the polling agenda. The policy
agenda explained 17.5 percent of additional variance in the polling
agenda over time. The direction of this influence is positive at three
different time-lags: t-7, t-9, and t-10.
A reciprocal relationship exists between the media agenda and the
polling agenda. The polling agenda explains an additional10.5 percent
of variance in the media agenda with all positive parameters at two

SCIENCE
AGENDA

AR(4)

= .32

R2 = .096

POLLING
AGENDA

NUMBER
OF AIDS
CASES

-.31t-4

.56t-17

.28t-10

Total variance explained

MEDIA
AGENDA

- .43t-13

= R2 = .566

Incremental variance explained

= R2 = .47

Fieure 12. Multivariateanalyaiaofthe media agenda time series <N=91 months).
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different time-lags: t-4 and t-17. The media agenda explains an additional 23 percent of variance in the polling agenda with both negative
and positive parameters: positive at t-1 and t-11 and negative at t-3 and
t-10. This mixed pattern of causality reflects a dynamic process of
causality between the two series, without a unidirectional causal path.
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MEDIA
AGENDA

AR (1)
MA(3)

= .40
= .36

10.4t-1
R2 = .277

Multivariate Analysis of the Agenda-Setting Process for AIDS

The five significant bivariate relationships just discussed have two
common dependent series: the media agenda and the polling agenda.
What is the joint effect of the significant predictors (in the bivariate
relationships) upon the media agenda and the polling agenda? We
utilized multivariate transfer function analysis154 to find out.
As shown in Figure 12, the three other series jointly set the media
agenda, each with different time lags. Several predictors that were
significant in the bivariate relationships are dropped in our multivariate analysis because they do not have a contribution in explaining the
media agenda over time. About 4 7 percent of the variance of the media
agenda was additionally explained by the three time series (the science
agenda, polling agenda, and the number of AIDS cases), while the
influence of the media agenda on itself was about 10 percent of variance
explained. The reduced model predicting the media agenda over time is:

POLLING

AGENDA

POLICY

20.1 t- 9

32.5t-10

AGENDA
MA = .12 + .21 S.t\.a- .31 P.t\_. +.56 P.t\.17 - .47 NO.t\.1 +.28 NOA,.10 - .43 NO.t\.13

where MA is the media agenda, SA is the science agenda, PA is the
polling agenda, and NOA is the number of AIDS cases.
In predicting the polling agenda, the science agenda was dropped
because of its lack of a significant contribution, with only the media
agenda and the policy agenda as major predictors of the polling agenda
(Figure 13). About 30 percent of the variance in the polling agenda is
additionally explained by five predictors from the media agenda and
policy agenda series. The directions of all predictors are positive, leading
us to believe that the increase in these two agendas caused the increases
in the polling agenda. The reduced model of the polling agenda is:

Total variance explained
Incremental R2

= R2 = .577

= .30

Fieure 13. Multivariate analysis ofthepolllnc agenda time series (N-91 months).

PA =25.7 + 12.7 MA,. 1 + 10.4 M.t\_. + 23.2 P0,.7 + 20.1 P0,.9 + 32.5 P0,.10

where PAis the polling agenda, MA is the media agenda, and PO is the
policy agenda.
Time-Series Analysis for Each of the Four Eras

The results just described (both the bivariate and multivariate timeseries analyses) covered the entire period of our present research- that
is, the 91 months from June 1981 through December 1988.As we showed

previously, three major peaks in news coverage ofAIDS divided the 91month series into four eras. We now investigate whether different causal
patterns may have occurred in each of the four eras. We employed the
same analytical procedures for each era as we did for the total period of
91 months -identifyingARIMAcomponents for each series, estimating
cross-correlations between two series in each era, and conducting a
transfer function analysis to test Granger causality between pairs of
series.
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Table7 ·
UnivariateARIMAcoefficients and variance explained (R1 ) for each time
series in each of the four eras ofAIDS media coverage.

Time series

ARIMAterm

Era 1: June 1981 to April 1983
1. Media agenda

(1,0,Q)

Coefficients••

R•

AR(1) =.51***
(.19)

.262

Science agenda

(0,0,0)

.000

Number ofAIDS cases

(0,0,0)

.000

Era 2: May 1983 to June 1985
1. Media agenda

(1,0,0)

2.
3.

Science agenda
Policy agenda

(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)

4.
5.

Polling agenda
Number ofAIDS cases

(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)

AR(1) =.56***
(.19)
AR(1)= .94***

.000
.861
.000
.804

(.09)

Era 3: July 1985 to January 1987
1. Media agenda

(1,0,0)

2.
3.

Science agenda
Policy agenda

(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)

4.
5.

Polling agenda
Number ofAIDS cases

(0,0,0)
(1,0,0)

Era 4: February 1987 to December 1988
1. Media agenda*
(1,1,0)
2.
3.

Science agenda
Policy agenda

(0,0,0)
(1,0,Q)

4.
5.

Polling agenda
Number ofAIDS cases

(0,0,0)
(l,O,Q)

AR(1) =.57***
(.16)
AR(l) = .90***
(.12)
AR(l) = .48***
(.22)
MA(l) = -.80***
(.20)
AR(l) = .98***
(.12)
AR(l) = .06***
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explained by the ARIMA component ranges from 22 percent for the
number ofAIDS cases in the third era to 86 percent for the policy agenda
in the second era. Only the media agenda in the fourth era was first-order
differenced because of its nonstationarity over time.
An examination of the correllograms for each pair of series in each
ofthe four eras showed significant coefficients of one series in explaining the other. Table 8 shows the significant bivariate relationships in
each era.
In the first era (June 1981 through April1983), two bivariate relationships were significant: media agenda-science agenda and media

.33

(.08)

AR(l)= .89***
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TableS
Trall8fer function coefficients, total variance explained (R"), and incremental
variance due to the predictors of the independent series in each of the four
eras.
Dependent
series

.422
.000
.756
.000
.223

.477

Independent
series

Era 1: June 1981 to April1983
1. Media agenda
Science agenda
Science agenda
Media agenda
2. Media agenda
No. of AIDS cases
No. of AIDS cases
Media agenda
Era 2: May 1983 to June 1985
1. Media agenda
Polling agenda
Polling agenda
Media agenda

.000
.764
.000
.360

* This series is first-order differenced.
** AR is autoregressive; MAis a moving average. The number in parentheses
following each AR or MA term is the time lag in months.
*** Indicates the coefficient is significant at p < .05.

Era 3: July 1985 to January 1987
1. Media agenda
Polling agenda
Polling agenda
Media agenda
Era 4: February 1987 to December 1988
1. Media agenda
Policy agenda
Policy agenda
Media agenda
2. Science agenda

Table 7 shows theARIMAcomponents for each series in each era. All
time series have simpler ARIMA components than for the entire 91month period. MostARIMA components in the four eras have anAR(1)
term, which indicates that each observation in the time series is dependent on the observations one month prior. Both the science agenda and
polling agenda consistently have "white noise" throughout the four eras:
an R2 of .00 indicates the existence of pure "white noise." The variance

Policy agenda

Trall8fer
function
coefficient

•

.831-2
.26\·1
.53\-1
1.171-1 •

(.15)
(.21)
(.18)
(.37)

.961-1
.081-1
.061-2
-.071o8

(.99)
(.03)

Science agenda

Incremental

R•

.637
.076
.456
.611

.375**
.076
.194**
.611**

.405
.459

.072
.459**

(.20)
(.13)

.590
.480

.168**
.480**

-3.401-1 (2.30)
(.02)
.051-3
(.01)
.01t-16
(.25)
64
•
· t-1
(.33)
-.801-2
(.29)
-.281o8
(.09)
.281-1

.486
.828

.090
.064**

.302

.302

.838

.074**

•

t

•
•

•

.51\~

.51\.()

•

•

•

Policy agenda

Total
R1

•

(.04)

(.03)

Note : The number in parentheses next to each transfer function coefficient is the
standard error of each coefficient.
* Significant at p < .05.
** Significant at p < .01.
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agenda-number of AIDS cases (in both cases, the media agenda was
treated as the dependent series). The science agenda explained 37.5
percent of the additional variance in the media agenda. Observations
two months prior caused a positive impact upon the media agenda.
In the media agenda-number ofAIDS cases relationship, both series
significantly explained each other. The one-month lagged values of the
number ofAIDS cases explained 19.4 percent additional variance in the
media agenda, while the media agenda explained 61 percent of the
variance in the number ofAIDS cases at one-month and two-month lags.
This relationship is reciprocal. It might seem illogical that the media
agenda could cause the number of AIDS cases. However, it must be
remembered that our measure of the number of AIDS cases is actually
the number of cases reported by local health authorities to the CDC. In
the first era, AIDS was a new, unknown disease.At first, it did not even
have an agreed-upon name, nor were all of its symptoms known. Under
these conditions, it is not so illogical that increased media coverage ofthe
AIDS issue could lead to a greater number of reported AIDS cases.
Perhaps the situation during the first era of AIDS media coverage was
somewhat similar to the case of wife abuse in the United States in the
1970s and of child abuse in the 1980s; with greater media coverage of
these issues, the number of reported cases also increased sharply,
although the actual number of cases might not have increased. Thus, in
the first era, the media agenda was set by the science agenda (one month
prior) and, less so, by the number of AIDS cases (one month prior).
In the second era, the only significant bivariate relationship involves the polling agenda and the media agenda when the polling agenda
series was treated as the dependent series. The media agenda shows a
positive causal link to the polling agenda with two different time-lagsone month and two months prior. The media agenda explains an
additional45.9 percent of the variance in the polling agenda. A reversed
causal relationship is not likely. The polling agenda explains only 7
percent of the variance in the media agenda. Thus, in the second era, the
media agenda set the polling agenda in a positive way.
In the third era, the causal link between the media agenda and the
polling agenda was closer than in the second era. Both agendas showed
a reciprocal relationship rather than the unidirectional causal link in the
second era (see Table 8). The media agenda explained 48 percent of the
polling agenda with no time lags (that is, within a month). The influence
of the polling agenda on the media agenda is also significant: the polling
agenda explained an additional17 percent of the variance in the media
agenda. This feedback relationship between the media agenda and the
polling agenda during the third era could occur when media organizations sponsored polls about AIDS and then created news stories of the
poll results. Ten different media organizations sponsored 12 surveys in
the third era of AIDS coverage, and these surveys contained 211 questions about AIDS (40 percent of the total poll questions in the national
surveys sponsored by media organizations).
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I. Initial Era

II. Science Era

Ill. Human Era

IV. Political Era

Figure 14. A general. by-era model of over-time causal relatiolUihips among the
media agenda, the science agenda, the polling agenda, and the policy agenda regarding the iSBUe ofAIDS and the number of AIDS cases.

In the fourth era, two bivariate relationships are significant: (1) the
policy agenda and the media agenda, and (2) the policy agenda and the
science agenda. In both relationships the policy agenda was the dependent series. Both are unidirectional causal relationships. The science
agenda shows a positive causal link to the policy agenda with a onemonth lag, explaining an additional 7.4 percent of the variance in the
policy agenda. The media agenda has a positive causal relationship with
the policy agenda with a three-month lag, and additionally explained 6.4
percent of the variance in the policy agenda. Thus, in the fourth era, the
media and the science agenda series set the policy agenda.
How do the causal relationships found in the four eras compare to
the previous results that we obtained for the entire 91-month period
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(from June 1981 through December 1988)? The significant relationships
in each era represent one specific part of the causal relationships for the
entire period. The impact of the science agenda and the number ofAIDS
cases on the media agenda was found in the first era. The relationship
between the media agenda and polling agenda was significant in both the
second and the third eras. Only in the fourth era was a different causal
pattern found: The policy agenda was predicted by the science agenda
and by the media agenda (for the entire period, this relationship was not
significant). Figure 14 provides a by-era summary of the over-time
causal relationships in the agenda-setting process for the issue ofAIDS.
Summary and Interpretation

This monograph reports our study of the agenda-setting process for
the issue ofAIDS. By focusing on a single issue, in contrast to most past
research on the agenda-setting process, we were better able to disaggregate our data on the media agenda and to look at how the agenda-setting
process for AIDS changed over time. We feel that this disaggregation
allowed us to investigate certain aspects of agenda-setting more closely.
Our focus on one issue, however, precluded our investigating how AIDS
competed for attention with other important issues of the 1980s (for
instance, the drug problem and the Iran-Contra affair). Nevertheless,
the multifaceted issue ofAIDS did allow a type of competitive analysis:
While we have conceptualized the AIDS sub-issues as having together
boosted the overall issue ofAIDS, the sub-issues can also be conceptualized as competing among one another to control the way in which AIDS
is interpreted.

Media Coverage ofAIDS
The six national mass media of study were found to be highly correlated in their coverage of AIDS over 91 months. In the earliest years of
coverage, AIDS stories were often direct rewrites of medical journal
articles. Scientists were prime news sources. Information in the mass
media reports was at times contradictory, which accurately reflected the
early state of divergent scientific investigation of the mysterious new
disease. When reported in the mass media, however, such contradictions
created confusion among the general public.
For the first 48 months of the AIDS epidemic, a point at which 9,944
individuals had AIDS (according to CDC statistics), the issue of AIDS
was not very high on the mass media agenda. Respondents to the
Associated Press annual survey ofeditors and publishers did not rate the
AIDS issue as a top-ten news story until1985. One reason why U.S.
national mass media were slow to respond to the AIDS issue was the lack
of involvement by two traditional agenda-setting sources: The White
House and The New York Times.
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A U.S. president can move the media on any particular issue. All he
has to do is give a talk about it. President Reagan chose not to do so until
May 1987, 72 months into the epidemic, a point at which 35,121AIDS
cases had been reported by the CDC. The White House saw AIDS as a
budget threat, and so chose to ignore it as long as possible.55
The New York Times published its first page-one story aboutAIDS
on May 25, 1983. This date was 12 months later than the Los Angeles
Times, 10 months later than the Washington Post, 11 months after the
Philadelphia Inquirer, and 11 months after the San Francisco Chronicle. 156
The New York Timells management did not considerAIDS to be newsworthy from 1981 to mid-1985. When Max Frankel became executive editor
in late 1985, coverage of AIDS expanded dramatically.57
The number of news stories about AIDS in our six media of study
increased from an average of14 per month prior to July 1985 to 143 per
month after July 1985. In previous reviews of media coverage of AIDS,
the July announcement that Rock Hudson had AIDS is credited with the
ten-fold increase in news coverage.58 Our analysis shows that it was a
concomitant story of a young boy with AIDS, Ryan White, more so than
movie star Hudson, which propelled AIDS up the media agenda. We
found that White was the topic of 117 new stories, while Hudson was the
topic of only 74. Contrary to popular belief, the media did not dwell on the
White and Hudson disclosures (together they only represented 3 percent
of our 6,694 news stories of study). The personification of the AIDS
disease by White and Hudson had its primary impact in changing the
meaning of the issue for media newspeople, who then responded with
more attention to AIDS. This importance ofpersonification in propelling
an issue up the media agenda can be better appreciated by considering
the AIDS news stories which broke earlier and did not pushAIDS up the
media agenda:
• The virus which causes AIDS is found in the blood supply, a news
event announced in December 1982.
• The CDC announcement in January 1983 that heterosexual
contact is a means of HIV transmission.
• Announcement of the identification of the virus (HIV) which
causes AIDS in March 1984.
• Announcement of the blood test for HIV antibodies in January
1985.
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None of these important scientific findings led to major news coverage, and thus they did not set the media agenda for the issue of AIDS. 59
After the mass media agenda was set in mid-1985, U.S. media accorded very heavy attention to AIDS, and then continued to do so. But
even before July 1985, the rather limited AIDS coverage by the U.S.
media had created a sharp increase in public awareness of AIDS (this
occurred in 1983 and 1984), and had begun to correct the widespread
public misperceptions about methods of HIV transmission. National
sample polls consistently show that Americans report that they obtained
most of their information about AIDS from the mass media, especially
television, newspapers, and news magazines.
The mass media create public awareness of an issue but may not
provide public knowledge of that issue: "It maximizes public awareness
and public ignorance at the same time. To be excited about an issue but
fail to think it through makes for the worst kind of citizen. A state of
moral frenzy is not public judgment. "60
Remaking the Issue ofAIDS

We identified four distinct eras in the media coverage of AIDS: an
initial era, a science era, a human era, and a political era (see Figure 6).
After the beginning of the human era in AIDS news coverage (in July
1985), the monthly numbers of news articles aboutAIDS remained fairly
consistent.
How did the issue of AIDS, once it rose on the U.S. mass media
agenda in mid-1985, maintain such a prominent position in the face of
pressure for attention from other important issues and their proponents? Why didn't the AIDS issue follow the usual rise-and-fall sequence
of most other issues on the media agenda? Did the issue of AIDS
overcome the usual pattern of rather short-term attention that characterized other issues (as was presented in Figure 2)?
Through a disaggregation of the themes which news stories about
AIDS addressed, we conclude that the enormity of the AIDS issue
obscured a typical rise-and-fall attention pattern. Our analysis of 13
AIDS sub-issues suggests that new information about AIDS was regularly becoming available and being interpreted in new ways, so that as
any particular AIDS sub-issue faded on the agenda, another AIDS subissue rose to take its place. Thus new information and new interpretations about the general issue ofAIDS served to keep AIDS on the media
agenda over a period of years.
Interaction Among Agendas

We began the present analysis ofthe agenda-settingprocess with an
abstracted diagram (see Figure 1) based on past theory and research. It
showed an expected relationship of (1) real-world indicators, (2) the
media agenda, (3) the public agenda, and (4) the policy agenda. To this
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relationship we added the science agenda and the polling agenda, and
subtracted the public agenda (which available polls did not measure
adequately on a month by month basis). To what extent did the present
investigation of the issue of AIDS support this set of expected relationships?
We triangulated quantitative methods to analyze interaction among
our five full time series (number of AIDS cases, the science agenda, the
media agenda, the polling agenda, and the policy agenda), and among
the five time series for each of the four eras in media coverage of AIDS.
The significant relationships in each era represent one specific part of
the causal relationships for the entire period. The full time-series results
differ from the results for the fourth era time-series analysis, suggesting
the all-inclusive time-series analyses can obscure interesting timedependent relationships.
Our full time-series analyses indicate that the real-world indicator
of the severity of AIDS had very little impact on the other four agendas.
This finding is in keeping with previous research showing wide discrepancies between real-world circumstances and mass media coverage. The
full time-series analyses also indicate that the media agenda for the
issue of AIDS did not set the policy agenda for AIDS. Other investigations, using very different methods, reported a strong media impact on
federal spending. 61
Two dependent variables emerged: The media agenda and the
polling agenda. The media agenda was affected by the science agenda,
and to a less reliable extent by the polling agenda and the real-world indicator of the number of AIDS cases (see Figure 12). The effects on the
polling agenda, with the directions of all predictors being positive, are
more clear-cut. It was affected by both the media agenda and the policy
agenda.
When interaction among the time-series data is analyzed by the four
shorter eras, interesting differences emerge which better support the
model we derived from Figure 1. During the initial era, the science
agenda and the real-world indicator of severity affected the media
agenda. The relationship between the science agenda and the media
agenda may be explained by the fact that many of these stories were
rewrites of science and medical journal press releases. During the
science era, when scientific information about disease transmission
began to dominate news content, the media agenda affected the polling
agenda. That is, pollsters asked questions in response to media coverag_e
about AIDS. During the human era, the media agenda and the polling
agenda influenced each other. This feedback relationship suggests that
media organizations sponsored polls that asked questions about AIDS
and then created news stories (often several-part series) based on the
poll results. Both science era and human era results concur with the
results from a previous investigation of media impact on the polling
agenda. 62
During the political era of mass media coverage ofAIDS, our results
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indicate that both the science agenda and the media agenda influenced
the policy agenda. The finding that the media agenda influenced the
policy agenda during the fourth era is in contradiction ofthe results from
our full (91-month) time-series analysis. This latter evidence of the
media agenda influencing the policy agenda in the fourth era supports
the idea that with some issues, there is a time-ordered, linear agendasetting function from the mass media to policy decision-makers.
The present investigation has a number of shortcomings, the foremost being the lack of a quantifiable and consistent over-time measure
of the public agenda. This problem is endemic to analyses based on
archival data. Yet especially when enriched by qualitative data and
through methodological and analytical triangulation, such problems can
be mitigated through the exploration of other opportunities. For example, in the present investigation, quantifiable and consistent overtime measures of the science agenda and of the policy agenda were
included, which conceptually extended the agenda-setting model in
important ways.
Our study argues for the research strategy of disaggregation of the
agenda-setting process so that its more specific mechanisms can be
better understood. We also feel that it was valuable to study the agendasetting process over time, rather than just cross-sectionally. Finally,
there are certain advantages of investigating a single issue, rather than
a set of issues that are on the agenda at the same time. We have
illustrated a different way of studying agenda-setting than that mainly
utilized in the several hundred past studies of this topic. Needed are yet
other research designs, so that the rich details of this important process
can be more completely understood.
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